Publicly Verified Elections are Key to De-Corrupting Our Democracy!
Stop Election Officials from Hiding or Destroying Ballot Images - Ballot Images are Public
Records and must be used to Publicly Verify our Elections! By John R. Brakey of AUDIT-USA
Rev. June 12, 2018 Link to paper, currently being professionally revised: https://tinyurl.com/y73jol45
This document will explain how digital solutions that are
currently available can help prevent election fraud and allow for
the detection of malfeasance in our voting systems. Moreover,
the new technology would diminish the need for litigation because
ballot images could be made available to the public.
Transparency would build trust in election outcomes and save
millions of taxpayer dollars in litigation cost and machine recounts
of close elections. As it stands today, state and county election
officers and boards escalate costs by contesting the people’s right
to verify that their votes are accurately recorded. For our
democracy to work, people must know that election results are
accurate and capable of public verification.
In 2016, only 55.3% of Arizona’s eligible voters bothered to participate.1 Nationally according to PEW report it
was 55.7% turnout in last year’s election puts the U.S. behind most of its peers in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, most of whose members are highly developed, democratic states.
The most recent nationwide election in each of the 35 OECD member nations, the U.S. placed 28th, right
behind Estonia.2 For various reasons about 107 million voters in U.S. don’t vote. How many millions have
come to the same conclusion as Christine Mose did when she wrote: “voting has become an act of
endorsing your own systematic oppression and perpetuates the illusion that we live in a functioning
democracy.” Mark Twain said some 100 years ago: If voting made any difference they wouldn’t let us
do it.” When people come to that conclusion, many just stop voting! Voter turnout will increase only when
people see proof that election results are real, and they are publicly verified as we are proposing in this
document. Governments must not be the sole verifier of its own secret electronic elections.
WHO WE ARE

www.auditelectionsusa.org/

As an Election Transparency Activist from Tucson, Arizona, I have been working for
more than a decade to make elections transparent, trackable and subject to public
verification. I lead Americans United for Democracy, Integrity & Transparency in
Elections in Arizona (AUDIT-AZ). Now AUDIT Elections USA is comprised of
individuals who donate their time and expertise to ensure the election equipment and
vote counting protocols at all levels of government are not vulnerable to hacking and
that the official election outcomes accurately reflect the will of the people who cast
ballots. See Pima County Databases court case, 2007.3 We act as legal watchdogs
for transparency and accountability in vote counting. We use state public records
request laws to gain access to the hidden computer management of public voting
records and database files. Although many examples in this paper are based on
faults uncovered in the Arizona system, the same flaws are prevalent nationwide.
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In AZ only 55.3% of eligible voters voted in 2016 Presidential Election: http://nationalvotercorps.org/education
The 55.7% VAP turnout in last year’s election puts the U.S. behind most of its peers… highly developed, democratic states. Looking at the most
recent nationwide election in each of the 35 OECD member nations, the U.S. placed 28th: http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/05/15/u-svoter-turnout-trails-most-developed-countries/
3 Diebold Election Databases Pima County case we won in 2007:
http://electiondefensealliance.org/az_activists_win_release_past_and_future_e_vote_databases
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WHY AUDIT-USA EXISTS
Voter Suppression, Election Fraud, and Gerrymandering are Election integrity issues. AUDIT focus is based
on making the black box into a transparent box, ensuring that the results match and accurately represent the
will of the voters. We are a nonpartisan organization whose mission is to restore public ownership and
oversight of elections, to work to ensure the fundamental right of every American citizen to vote, and to have
each vote counted as intended in a secure, transparent, impartial, and independently audited election process.
Over the last 14 years, AUDIT-AZ/USA has been on the front line investigating and litigating elections and
educating the public about the process. Election anomalies in the 2004 Arizona election precipitated our initial
interest.4 Our investigation of anomalies in the May 2006 Regional Transit Authority Bond Election uncovered
illegal software, malfunctioning precinct scanners, and a list of other issues. We litigated for eight years,
winning three out of four cases. The fourth case was designed to present evidence proving that the $2 billion
bond election was rigged. The case was derailed by county operatives and the Status Quo. Our goal with that
lawsuit was and still is to protect the purity of future elections. This article by J.T. Waldron sums it up:
Elections Remain Compromised.5
Stories of malfeasance in vote counting undermine the public’s trust. Ensuring the integrity of the voting
process has always been challenging. Methods to cheat or subvert the will of the people in favor of the will of
a minority change and evolve with developments in vote counting technology.
In late October of 2015, AUDIT-AZ caught Pima County election officials on video breaking and entering the
sealed Election Management System (EMS) before an $800 million bond election. The law requires a final
Logic and Accuracy (L&A) test be performed on the equipment before the EMS is sealed and the voting
begins. The break-in occurred after the EMS was sealed by political party representatives. Officials
audaciously lied about it and here is the proof.6 Link to reports to Secretary of State7 and radio show.8 The
bond election failed. It was the first bond election failure in 11 bond elections run by Pima County.
AUDIT-AZ believes electoral vigilance is the duty and privilege of all citizens who seek a truly representative
form of government. We are committed to struggle for elections that are transparent, trackable and publicly
verified.
PAST & CURRENT HISTORY OF EVOLUTION OF MACHINES & PROCEDURES
Throughout the ages, voting has determined the wishes of the citizenry. Please watch 8-minute video to get
historic view of voting. 9
In-person voting, and hand-counted paper ballots are centuries old and provide the most transparency.
Counting ballots by hand depends upon humans to interpret voter intent. “Attacks on physical voting don’t
scale well because over the years every conceivable method of fraud has been tried and defended against. It
takes much effort, many people, and only one person to leak the conspiracy for the whole thing to fall apart.
However, with electronic voting, one person can launch an attack. It takes approximately the same effort to
4

Election anomalies in the November 2004: http://weeklyintercept.blogspot.com/2012/03/sleuthing-stolen-election-2004-john.html
Elections Remain Compromised: http://fatallyflawedelections.blogspot.com/2014/07/elections-remain-compromised.html
6 Proof of malfeasance in the November 2015, Pima County trying to rig a Bond Election: Security Breach in Pima County Elections, video links:
http://tinyurl.com/y75sprgj
7 Pima County Tried to Rig Another Bond Election, Brakey Report to AZ SOS–Oct. 29, 2015: http://electionnightmares.com/2015/11/10/pimacounty-elections-security-breach-the-video/ and https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfU2paSFpnOWtMcjg
8 Reports to AZ SOS: http://fatallyflawedelections.blogspot.com/2015/11/pima-county-elections-director-brad.html
9 This short video of 8 minutes is the BEST overview in every respect of the clear danger and insanity of electronic voting that's in the NEWS today!!
Please watch and Be the WE: https://youtu.be/w3_0x6oaDmI
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change one [electronic] vote as it does to change one million [electronic] votes.” See this short 8-minute
video10 for a fuller understanding.
Over time, technological advancements have shifted the burden of correctly interpreting and recording voter
intent from humans to machines. In 1888, Samuel Shoup invented the metal lever voting machine.11 They
were in use in most urban areas and in many rural areas well before the advent of punch cards. During the
first half of the 20th century, more people in the United States voted on lever voting machines than voted on
paper ballots. Although bulky (875 lbs) and expensive to store, lever machines were popular and considered
very efficient and reliable. In fact, after the 2000 Florida recount, a Harvard study concluded that lever
machines were the most reliable mode of voting in existence at that time.
Beginning in the 1960s, punch cards replaced lever machines because they were easier to use and much less
expensive to handle and store. Voters push through perforated spots creating holes in punch card ballots that
are read as votes by machines. The 2000 Presidential Election debacle in Florida with its “hanging” and
“dangling” chads led to the end of punch card voting. Well it was based on a well-planned scam of the punch
card paper being compromised several ways. Please see Dan Rather Report for the real story of Florida’s
hanging chads and the calculated fraud that precipitated the move from punch cards to electronic voting and
led to the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) in 2002. 12 Also see story on Brad Blog.13 Facts are most people
don't really know that really happen in Miami-Dade County on November 19, 2000 was staged. Brooks
Brothers riot and all. 14
After the 2000 Florida recount and the passage of HAVA, many states changed their recount laws to eliminate
hand recounts. Most of those states had acquired DRE voting equipment (without paper trail) with HAVA
funds. Legislators in their wisdom concluded that hand recounts could be manipulated and that these DRE
machines were reliable. While some states are now banning DREs and moving back to optical scan voting, the
recount laws haven't yet reverted back to hand counting in those states that changed.
Optical scanners count votes by sensing dark spots made by voters on ballots and are currently used in many
counties across the nation. That technology is termed “Mark Sense”15 and is on the verge of extinction due to
the ageing of voting equipment and the scarcity of replacement parts. Optical scanners are being replaced by
a digital revolution of digitally scanned that produce ballot images. If fact the voting system doesn’t really count
the original scan ballot, it counts the digital produced exact copy of that ballot front and back and could put
anonymous tracking number on a corner of the ballot if the ink jet is installed. See History of the Digital
Revolution.16
Fact is, election manipulation can be done remotely, without setting foot in a county. Since 2003, William E.
Doyle has controlled the backdoor to elections in most of Arizona’s 15 counties. Doyle had access to the
election day phone modem numbers that upload precinct results to the central tabulator on election night from
the polling locations. Doyle used the modem numbers to load the election database, which is illegal. Practices
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Short 8-minute video gives the best overview and is right on the money in every respect: https://youtu.be/w3_0x6oaDmI
In 1888, Samuel Shoup invented the metal lever voting machine: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoup_Voting_Machine_Corporation
12 Dan Rather report: The real story of the hanging chads in Florida that lead to HAVA and electronic voting:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Aon80vM7j9byw6sRH5NrAcxDuoZIFkbO/view or https://youtu.be/quFtd5P2Q8g and
https://www.wired.com/2007/08/sequoia-voting/
13 Brad Blog that has the complete Rather report: http://www.bradblog.com/?p=4960
14 Brooks Brothers riot and all: https:/ /en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooks_Brothers_riot
15 History of Mark Sense: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_sense
16 The digital revolution: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Revolution
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like this set the stage for “Fraction Magic.” See William E. Doyle, the Hidden De Facto Statewide Election
Director 17 and The Curious Business of William E Doyle.18
New election machinery in 2002 was financed in large part by HAVA, with about half of the $3.9 billion federal
program to upgrade voting machines and the other half creating statewide voter databases that can be linked
nationally and then used with commercial and political party databases to profile electors.19 In the 2016
Presidential Primaries and General Election, there is evidence that the voter databases were used to suppress
the vote in several different ways, by micro-targeting electors, changing party affiliations, and simply dropping
the registrations entirely.20 Link to Dianne Post Esq.’s Affidavit regarding the Arizona Presidential Preferential
Election aka the Arizona Presidential Primary of March 2016.21
It is the opinion of AUDIT-AZ/USA that many election officials are ill equipped to understand the complexities of
the electronic voting machines making them dependent on election vendors. It is absurd that the vote counting
software is proprietary, not subject to review, in most cases, are programed and run by vendors. Corporate
lobbyists and agents of voting machine companies are influencing and in effect privatizing what historically has
been the public undertaking of election administration.
If there is one person that has had the most damaging effect on election integrity nationally and help build the
model above, it’s R. Doug Lewis of the Election Center out of Texas.22 & 23 His connection to power, the
vendors, his certification of and teaching election directors / administrators, that a ‘good election administrators
is a person who knows how to hide all the warts’ is also a big part of the problem as is the concept of “security
by obscurity” widely used in elections.
Even an ethical professional under the guidance of R. Doug Lewis’s training, would run their elections
department in the shadows and away from public scrutiny, leading to a very slippery slope of deceit.
After all, where would you find another public official, other than an election official, intentionally destroying
public records that are clearly in the chain-of-custody and refusing to verify their work? Would you tolerate this
from the treasure, tax department and recorder’s office?
In October 2003, Jim Hightower 24 said: the Election Center as a "private firm that also doubles as the quasiregulator of the industry, supposedly overseeing the integrity of the machines, while also coordinating affairs
between the vendors and state election officials" and Center executive director R. Doug Lewis as "the perfect
embodiment of George W.’s philosophy of 'voluntary regulation.'"
We at AUDIT have also been tracking voter databases since 2005 when investigative journalist Greg Palast
personally brought this to my attention. In 2006, Mimi Kennedy and I uncovered vote by mail problems in
California. The following article explains: The GOP Knows You Don't Like Anchovies by Peter Wallsten and
Tom Hamburger who cover national politics for The Times. Their book is One Party Country: The Republican
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William E. Doyle, the Hidden De Facto Statewide Election Director, by John Brakey 3-26-2015:
http://electionnightmares.com/2015/03/27/william-e-doyle-the-hidden-de-facto-statewide-election-director/
18 The Curious Business of William E Doyle"10-30-2014:http://electionnightmares.com/2014/10/30/the-curious-business-of-william-e-doyle/
19HAVA was $3.9 billion federal financed program passed in 2002: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help_America_Vote_Act
20 Lawsuit Alleges Voter Suppression in Arizona’s Presidential Preference Election; April 12, 2016:
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/lawsuit-alleges-voter-suppression-in-arizona-s-presidential-preference-election-8210842
21 Dianne Post Esq’s Affidavit for the March 2016 Presidential Primary: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfa2tvUHV5Nmp2Ujg
22 R. Doug Lewis of the Election Center out of Texas: http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/R._Doug_Lewis
23 http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Election_Center#Funding_of_the_Election_Center_by_e-voting_machine_manufacturers
24 October 2003, Jim Hightower: https://www.hightowerlowdown.org/node/810
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Plan for Dominance in the 21st Century. 6/25/2006.25 It foretold and predicted the future of micro-targeting
electors.
Along with HAVA, new technology was introduced that allows touch-screen voting whereby vote choices are
instantly captured electronically through the use of Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) machines. Originally
DRE machines had NO paper trail. After the 2004 election, activists across the country demanded an end to
such lunacy. The absence of paper trails makes auditing the results impossible as currently exemplified in the
state of Georgia which bought their DRE machines in 2002.26&27
In 2007, California Secretary of State Debra Bowen conducted a top-toreview of the voting systems certified for use in her state. The review was
computer scientists from all over the U.S. The review confirmed what we
about the vulnerabilities of the vote counting systems. Election
transparency activists can no longer be called Conspiracy Theorists.
who deal in facts are now referred to as Conspiracy Factualists.28

bottom
led by top
knew
Those

In Arizona, candidates and citizens are prohibited from reviewing paper ballots. A court must order a recount,
but fraud must be proven before the court will order access to the ballots. Without access to the original paper
ballots, it is difficult to establish fraud. Many court cases over a dozen years in various Arizona counties has
taught us that the law prohibits recounting paper ballots in any election challenge. Recounts in Arizona are
NOT permitted unless the initial computer vote count is within “one-tenth of one per cent of the number of
votes cast.” Besides, that only get you a machine recount run on the same machine that counted it the first
time. Arizona has the strictest standard in the U.S.29
In an election with 10,000 votes cast, an automatic recount requires a difference of ten or fewer votes.
Furthermore, Arizona law requires the machine recount to be performed on the same machines that render the
first set of results. Voting machinery and software technology conceal how computers handle votes by using
proprietary code strictly off limits to all inspection.30
In Arizona, all of this creates a Catch-22 situation that results in a mandate to use machine results unless proof
of fraud is submitted. Ballots represent the necessary proof that is needed but courts in Arizona have ruled
that it is illegal to review them! See link to AUDIT-AZ/USA long time attorney William “Bill” Risner’s Statement
of Facts.31
The older “mark sense” system was poorly built and depends on a failed concept known as Security by
Obscurity,32 which ultimately became the handy rationale for skirting transparency.
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The GOP knows you don't like anchovies, by Peter Wallsten and Tom Hamburger who cover national politics for The Times. Their book is One
Party Country: The Republican Plan for Dominance in the 21st Century: http http://www.latimes.com/la-op-hamburger25jun25-story.html
26 About that 'Hack' of Georgia's U.S. House Special Election: 'BradCast' 4/4/2017: http://bradblog.com/?p=12092
27 As Millions Pour into Georgia's Congressional Runoff, the Voting Machinery Is Among the Worst in America: Hackable, Paperless, Unverifiable:
http://www.alternet.org/election-2016/voting-machinery-georgia-congressional-runoff-among-americas-worst
28These reports confirmed what we knew: http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-systems/oversight/top-bottom-review/
29 1/10 of 1% ARS 16-661: http://www.azleg.gov/viewDocument/?docName=http://www.azleg.gov/ars/16/00661.htm
30 Code Red, proprietary code strictly off limits to all inspection: http://codered2014.com/electronic-vote-fraud-q-a/
31 VP - AUDIT AZ Tucson Attorney Bill Risner has been practicing law for 49 years and in this Statement of Facts filed in the RTA case in January 2012
which was a $2 Billon 20-year ½ cent sale tax increase that was rigged. Filed in Pima County Superior court about our 4th case proving Elections
Fraud:1.12.2012 http://tinyurl.com/LPFiling
32 What is "security through obscurity": http://users.softlab.ntua.gr/~taver/security/secur3.html
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Ion Sancho of Tallahassee Florida set the example of an election director dedicated to maintaining democracy.
He appeared in the HBO film Hacking Democracy. Link to Movie.33 Sancho and Bev Harris of
BlackBoxVoting.org proved that votes could be hacked at the precinct and recorded at election headquarters.
Their tests were performed on optical scanners running hand-marked paper ballots.
The computers that process ballots are not simple adding machines. Humans make decisions about how to
calibrate sensing mechanisms (e.g., Must an oval beside a candidate’s name be 30% darkened to register a
vote?). There is no fail-safe mechanical solution to tabulating votes; America’s Electronic Voting Machines Are
Scarily Easy Targets.34
Fraction Magic is a computer application that operates under the radar to
count votes as a percentage of a vote and is programmed on a precinct
level. (See video.35 249,000 views) Fraction Magic can select a population
and apply a formula to take away a citizen’s right to have 100% of their vote
counted. Some sectors of the population can be given more weight while
others lose their full vote. This devastating video contains a real-time demo
of precise, scalable, invisible election manipulation, which can be performed in multiple counties and states at
the same time. Over 5,000 subcontractors and middlemen have access to perform this for any or all clients.
Contract signing authority can be granted to whomever the user chooses. All political power can be converted
to the hands of a few anonymous subcontractors.36
Even so-called Logic and Accuracy (L&A) tests done before or after an election begins are subject to
programmable overrides. Auditor Mickey Duniho, a master programmer, retired after 37 years with the
National Security Agency (NSA) testified in court “[A] L & A test only shows that the machines are working right
at that moment." Link to video37
The security of electronic data can no longer be taken for granted in an age when
Volkswagen “…deliberately programmed 580,000 diesel cars distributed in the U.S. to
deceive users – programming them to turn on pollution controls WHILE BEING TESTED
and then turning off when on the road.”38 See also 5/6/17, NYT Inside VW’s Campaign of
Trickery.39
Ballot access is necessary to verify elections. In Arizona and many other states, the Status Quo insists
original paper ballots must be withheld from the public to prevent election chicanery.
Although most states recognize ballots as public records, legal restrictions and logistics make it difficult to get
authorization to conduct ballot reviews. Cast paper ballots are often stored in private company vaults for
various lengths of time and then destroyed. State and city ballots are stored for two to six months, federal
ballots for 22 months.

33

HBO Hacking Democracy: http://www.hackingdemocracy.com/
Voting Machines Are Scarily Easy Targets: https://www.wired.com/2016/08/americas-voting-machines-arent-ready-election/
35 A real-time demo of the most devastating election theft mechanism yet found: http://blackboxvoting.org/fraction-magic-video/
36 Fraction Magic # 6 – Middlemen, Inside Access and Manipulation: http://blackboxvoting.org/fraction-magic-part-6/
37 L & A test only shows that the machines are working right at that moment. Retired after 37 years with NSA, Master programmer Mickey Duniho:
Video from Court: https://youtu.be/R4_qNCATt6Y
38 VW busted: https://trofire.com/2017/04/21/volkswagen-ordered-pay-2-8-billion-lying-emissions-consumers/
39 Inside VW’s Campaign of Trickery”:https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/06/business/inside-vws-campaign-of-trickery.html
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The latest technology does not have that problem because a digital ballot image is an exact copy of the original
paper ballot and it is extremely difficult to alter hundreds or thousands of hand-marked ballots especially in
precincts with multiple races and ballot rotations. However, it’s possible, and that why both image and ballot
must be only be married to each other with unique serialized numbers for tracking, but not to the voter who
remains anonymous. The ES&S DS850 is a high-speed German made scanner originally designed for bankers
for controlling and tracking documents. Furthermore, we do not have to prove the technology works, we just
have to get them to use the technology the way it was created and federal certified.
Our esteemed colleague Bev Harris of BlackBoxVoting.org explains “The Brakey
Method…puts the brakes on mystery elections once and for all. A simple 3-step
method places public elections back under public control.”
1. Preserve and make public the “ballot images.” Modern voting systems take a picture of every ballot,
called a “ballot image.”
2. Peg the ballot image to the actual ballot using a unique ID number that is not connected to any voter
identifier in any way.
3. Make sure ballots are a public record so that any person can arrange to inspect the actual ballots at
any time.40
NEW SYSTEM EQUIPPED TO INCORPORATE PUBLIC OVERSIGHT
Transparency is built into the new system of digital optical scanners and represents a solution to the serious
challenge of restoring confidence in election results. Open public review of scanned ballot images would put a
stop to the endless political wrangling that goes on after most elections. It will not, however, stop other ways to
rig elections such as ballot stuffing, ballot harvesting or vote by mail fraud. In many states vendors are printing,
mailing, and receiving the ballots. In some cases, private companies are even verifying the signatures. See
report: The Stack, Strip & Flip Selection of the California June 7, 2016 Presidential Primary 41 and link to the
Massachusetts investigation. “Although Clinton Won Massachusetts by 2%, Hand Counted Precincts in
Massachusetts Favored Bernie Sanders by 17.%.” 42
The new systems are auditable, with each step of the electoral process independent but linked to the others
with the serialized tracking system. This heightened security is particularly necessary for early or vote by mail
ballot tabulation.43
The new systems scan by digitizing the ballot and creating an exact copy front and back. This innovation is a
big win for We the People. These systems deliver digital ballot images, maintain trackability through the chainof-custody, reconcile ballots by precinct, and enable anyone to audit and verify election results. These new
systems by ES&S, Dominion Voting System, Hart InterCivic, Clear Ballot44 and others, if fully implemented,
eliminate the impunity of the old mark sense system.45
To explain these new voting systems let’s focus on the largest vendor, Elections Systems and Software
(ES&S). ES&S serves 60 percent of the market share in the United States. About half of the equipment in the

40

The Brakey Method that puts the brakes on “mystery elections”. See link: http://blackboxvoting.org/the-brakey-method/
REPORT: THE STACK, STRIP & FLIP SELECTION OF THE CALIFORNIA JUNE 7, 2016 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY: http://tinyurl.com/yd5gjaam
42 Massachusetts investigation: http://electionnightmares.com/2016/03/06/although-clinton-won-massachusetts-by-2-hand-counted-precincts-inmassachusetts-favored-bernie-sanders-by-17
43 Link to ballot images made by DS200 of Florida: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfUjRKY0hNVWNySUk
44 Here is the complete “Clear Ballot” system that makes Election Transparent, Trackable and Verified. It’s up to us to make it Publicly Verified. CB
site: http://www.clearballot.com/ this info below from: http://www.clearballot.com/technology
45 Video Fraction Magic, how it rigs election: http://blackboxvoting.org/fraction-magic-video/
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field consists of the new digital ballot image systems (scanners). In Arizona, 11 of the 15 counties utilize ballot
images. ES&S equipment is utilized in ten of those counties.46 By 2020, we expect all Arizona counties will
rely 100% on digital scanners. This gives us hope that future elections will be subject to verification using the
technology already built into the machines.
Now for the best part. This is how the new system makes elections transparent, trackable and publicly
verifiable.
Video.47 I filmed this ES&S DS850 in Waukesha, Wisconsin during the Jill
Stein presidential preference election recount challenge in December 2016.
Here is how the ES&S DS850 works.
As the ballots are processed through the DS850, at approximately 300
ballots per minute, the machine takes a picture of both sides of each
ballot.48 If the resulting ballot image is deemed readable by the computer’s
software, and if the DS850 successfully lifts the data and places it as a
Cast Vote Record49 (known as a CVR) the DS850 will assign a serial
number to the ballot image file. If there is an ink cartridge installed and the
serial imprint feature is turned on, the DS850 will put a different serialized
number on the original paper ballot. Both numbers are recorded and
reconciled in the Ballot Table.
Successfully read ballots are cycled into the bottom output bin of the DS850. If a ballot image fails to be read
properly, that ballot will cycle to the DS850’s upper bin indicating the ballot needs to be inspected. If human
inspection deems the ballot is okay, the ballot is reprocessed but its orientation is changed so the printed serial
number is not superimposed over the earlier failed serial number. The Ballot Table also tracks which machine
counted the ballot.
The CVR and Ballot Table are terrific auditing features. The CVR creates an audit trail that tracks every ballot
and records all votes cast in Comma Separated Value (CSV) or Excel format. Each row contains the complete
results of one ballot that can be provided to the public in Excel or CSV format with hyperlinks to the ballot
images. Anyone can review how the machine interpreted the marks on the paper ballot and can visually
inspect an image of the paper ballot from which the data was taken. The Ballot Table links the CVR number
with the serialized number sprayed on the original paper ballot and identifies which DS850 produced the ballot
image and the CVR. Link to actual CVR. 50
Again, in many states, new systems (like the DS850) were designed and federally certified by the Election
Assistance Commission to perform all these functions but some election officials choose to not run the
machines as certified.
This is a national people project. If your county or state hasn’t changed to digital imagery, soon they will.
Most of the vendors supply equipment that is called commercial off-the-shelf hardware. It’s important that the

46

ES&S controls 10 of those counties https://www.verifiedvoting.org/verifier/#year/2017/state/4
Video Take Back Election, make them Transparent, Trackable and Publicly Verified: https://youtu.be/G5a10p_soUY
48 See link to ballot image 1094I: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfX28xVmprZERIMkk
49 Cast Vote Record made by DS200 -1094C: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfUjRKY0hNVWNySUk
50 See Link to sample CVR and Ballot Table in excel: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfQjJlN3VlTGxTZjQ
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high-speed optical scanners are able to print a serialized number on the original ballot pegging it to the ballot
image.
PROS & CONS OF OPEN ACCESS TO BALLOT IMAGES
Ballot imaging is a positive and inevitable innovation in technology that provides an excellent, cost-effective
solution to verifying the Black box output in elections. It is a solution for exposing and resolving problems of
secrecy and chain-of-custody concerns.
I want you to know, we at AUDIT-USA are not making this up!
ES&S sent the following exchange to San Francisco Elections (SFE), on August 28, 2015
in response to a Request for Information (RFI) on the new voting system. Link to
document from ES&S that explains the DS200 and DS850: See page 22.51
Question SFE: G) Creates and facilitates the posting of ballot image files on the Department’s website so that
members of the public can tabulate the same vote information that the Department uses when tallying the
official results.
ES&S RESPONSE: All ballot images can be exported and posted to the Department’s website.
Question SFE: H) Collects and then converts the election information in a manner that facilitates the
Department’s ability to provide reports in data formats and styles requested from other agencies, the media,
and members of the public.
ES&S RESPONSE: All data can be exported from the system in XML and CSV format and provided to other
agencies, media, and members of the public.
The ES&S DS850 and DS200 are Amazing Technology.
Approximately 45% of the country is using ballot images to count the vote.52 At the present pace of voting
machine replacement, it is estimated that by the next presidential election, more than 85% of the country will
be generating ballot images. In the 2016 election cycle, Maine, Maryland, and Rhode Island, as well as
hundreds of counties across the U.S., went 100% with ES&S’s DS series of ballot image machines.
These new digital imageries voting system are federally certified and are designed to create auditable,
trustworthy elections with checks and balances and a clear chain-of-custody that can be publicly verified.
Despite widespread use, thus far we have not found one jurisdiction that uses the new systems to its fullest
and best potential.
In Arizona, Ohio and many other states, these important audit features using scanned ballot imaging could
verify election results. However, the technology is not being used to make elections transparent. Ballot
images are being deliberately destroyed. Election officials still fight to maintain out-of-sight control of election
outcomes. Many officials are suppressing the good news about ballot images and the audit potential that’s
built into the system.

51
52

Explains the DS200 and DS850: See page 22; https://sfgov.org/elections/ftp/uploadedfiles/elections/rfi/20150828_ES%26S.pdf
Go to Verified Voting and see for yourself: https://www.verifiedvoting.org/verifier/
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In Arizona and Ohio, election officials intentionally selected a software setting to destroy the ballot images after
the images were made and used to count the votes. Destroying the ballot images breaks the chain of

accountability. If the images determine the vote count, it is illegal to dispose of the ballot images in the
electoral process. If paper ballots must be preserved for specified lengths of time, then ballot images must
also be retained.
AUDIT-AZ/USA is not aware of any other public official, other than an election administrator, intentionally
destroying public records that are clearly in the chain-of-custody and refusing to verify their work.
Our lawsuit is important because it’s the first act in a growing movement to advocate constructive use of ballot
images as a means of verifying the vote in any election, after all its the image of the ballot that is counted,
clearly, it’s in the chain-of-custody and legally the second it was made and counted became a publicly record.
Well known Ohio attorney and Election Transparency Activist, Bob Fitrakis took the Secretary of State
(SOS) of Ohio and 13 other counties that used ballot images to court in Franklin County by filing a temporary
restraining order (TRO) asking the court to order election officials to follow the law and preserve the ballot
images. The defendants’ attorney misinformed the court when he claimed the election officials did not turn on
the feature to preserve ballot images when in fact the machine doesn’t count unless it produces an image first.
The default setting for ES&S machines is pre-set to save the images. The machine tabulates vote counts
using the scanned images made from the paper ballots and does not destroy either public record unless the
machine operator expressly orders the machine to eliminate the electronic files containing the ballot images.
Election officials intentionally selected an option which destroyed the ballot
images. The DS850’s instructional guide offers the operator options.
“3. You will be able to select from one of the following options:
* None
* All Processed Images
* Processed Write-in Images Only.”
Please note that the recommend setting is *All Processed Images.
An operator who selects * None willfully chooses to destroy public records.
In the Ohio case, Bob Fitrakis said, “I’m shocked! It’s inconceivable that you would disable the security
features built into the vote counting machines. I believe the election officials in Clermont County are tampering
with public records. This is another reason why so many people believe our elections are rigged”. 53
In a similar situation in a recent Pima County lawsuit, the judge properly recognized that images are part of the
chain-of-custody when he stated and clearly ruled that they are a public record.54 In fact, Judge Gordon asked
the attorney for Pima County, “If you take voted ballots, make a copy of them and use those copies to count
votes, what makes you think that you can destroy them?” Link to Pima video 2nd Court Hearing Oct 14, 2016 at
9:30 minutes.55

Judge Prohibits Vote Security Measures in Ohio:https://www.facebook.com/fitrakisforprosecutor/?ref=page_internal&fref=nf
Judge ruled that ballot images are a public record: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfVjZhWC1xVkh0WjA
55 Link to Pima video 2nd Court Hearing Oct 14th, 2016 at 9:30 minutes: https://youtu.be/g4HoUMP-fzI
54
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In a court hearing to pursue this matter on May 8, 2017 the attorney for the defendant, Pima County Attorney
Daniel Jurkowitz, attempted to mislead the judge with claims that the process is fine and We the People don’t
need to see “how the sausage is made.” See Plaintiff Supplemental Post-Hearing Brief to Address Misleading

Factual Assertion Filed 5/23/17.56 You bet we do according to our Arizona constitution! 57Link to 8-minute video
and complete raw footage.58”
Jurkowitz asserted that the Secretary of State oversees elections and checks the databases; and Pima County
does a 4% audit of the election results. Unbelievable assertions! Pima County audits 4% of the votes in very
few precinct races and NO county election races are ever checked. See ARS 16-602. In 2008, they audited
2%. After they had me falsely arrested over the hand count audit in a 2008 election,59 it went to 4%. Back
then, about 75% of the vote was cast at a precinct. Now, Vote by Mail is about 80% of the vote and they do a
useless 1% audit on those ballots. The county utterly refused to sort ballots by precincts for the sake of check
and balances. See Video – Verify that Vote by Mail is not hacked! Duniho & Brakey at PCBOS.60Link to report
of what happened in court.61
POLITICS OF CORRUPTION
In October 2008, Pima County formed the Pima County Election Integrity Commission (PCEIC) as a response
to the RTA litigation. The Commission is supposed to oversee elections, investigate issues, and advise the
Board of Supervisors. Unfortunately, that has not been the general case. See Pima County Elections Integrity
Commissioner (Mickey Duniho) Resigns, Administrator Refuses Reform.62 Excerpt: Duniho told the Arizona
Daily Independent in an email that the Pima County Elections Integrity Commission “is simply a way to waste
all the election reformers’ time. Every suggestion we have made has been rejected.” Video of Duniho on radio
show Wakeup Tucson.63
In late 2015, Pima County purchased new voting equipment from ES&S. In early August 2016, after being led
to believe for 7 months that the ballot images were being preserved, the commissioners and concerned
citizens discovered that the ballot images were being systematically destroyed. Link to short audio clip from
PCEIC64 Pima County EIC on 7.15.16, Item 10 of Agenda. It slips out that the March Presidential Preference
Election and the May 17th Prop123 state election ballot images were destroyed.65
As soon as we found out that ballot images were being destroyed, AUDIT-AZ filed a Public Records Request66
to confirm this practice. Then we filed a TRO in Pima County Superior Court protecting the ballot images from
being destroyed in the next election. We won the first round. The court ruled that the ballot images are part of
the chain-of-custody and are a public record that cannot be destroyed. Link to judge’s order.67 We are now in
the second round of that litigation attempting to have the images publicly released.

66
67

Public Records Request Pima Co filed for Ballot Images 8.15.16: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfZ3lXbnBtNlNiRW8
Link to judge order: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfVjZhWC1xVkh0WjA
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15 Plaintiff SUPPLEMENTAL POST-HEARING BRIEF TO ADDRESS MISLEADING FACTUAL ASSERTION AT MAY 8, 17 HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDEGMENT ON
PLEADINGS 5/23/2017: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfSjlSejcxZEFwZjA
57 Court Hearing on 5/8/17 was about People’s Right to Verified Elections and do “We the People” have the right to "see how the Sausage is Made?” You bet we do
says our AZ constitution! https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfMU5RWW5LUy0xR3M
58 see Mini clip from court “Sausage made” 8 minutes: https://youtu.be/IxdMm6s06OI Raw footage 39 min. video of hearing: https://youtu.be/fVXGCNIYvnw
59 Link to arrest of John Brakey: Video: http://electionnightmares.com/2015/06/21/flashback-2008s-false-arrest-of-john-brakey-unearths-a-myriad-of-hand-countaudit-deficiencies/and https://www.tucsonweekly.com/TheRange/archives/2009/04/22/charges-dropped-happy-birthdayand: http://www.bradblog.com/?p=6363
60 Video – Verify that Vote by Mail is Not Hacked! Duniho & Brakey at PCBOS: https://youtu.be/4y2wBXZ9R8c
61 Court Hearing (5/8/17) about People’s Right to Verified Elections and do “We the People” have the right to "see how the Sausage is Made?”:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfVHRHbXdFRDdDaEU
62 Pima County Elections Integrity commissioner resigns, administrator refuses reform: August 19, 2014: https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2014/08/19/pimacounty-elections-integrity-commissioner-resigns-administrator-refuses-reform/
63 VP Duniho on radio show Wakeup Tucson.63https://youtu.be/xmk4g3eJjSg
64
Link to short audio clip from PCEIC Clip 2 of 2 Short Video clip – Excerpt: March PPE and the May 17th Pro123 state elections are saved, only to find out that ballot
images were destroyed and the Cast Vote Record (CVR) is no good without ballot images. Link to video: https://youtu.be/itlU2JnMdHo
65 Link to short audio clip after 7 months of the Commission thinking that the ballot images were saved for the March PPE …: https://youtu.be/itlU2JnMdHo
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Pima County has not only fought over the plain meaning of various election and public records laws, it has
actively intervened in drafting election laws. Specifically, in 2006 former Representative Ted Downing and
former Senator Karen Johnson authored SB 1557 in the state legislature to mandate random auditing and
hand counting of ballots. Pima County Election Director Brad Nelson told Representative Downing that
including county races in the bill would be a "deal breaker.” Nelson said that he and the Maricopa County
Election Director would oppose the entire bill if county elections were covered by the mandatory hand count
audit. Because of that threat SB 1557 was passed, became A.R.S. §16-60268 and county races were not
included. Video of Downing testimony.69
Bill Risner, attorney and member of AUDIT-AZ wrote in September of 2016 “all records are public records. The
legislature created A.R.S. 39-121, which clearly defines what is [a] public record and has remained unchanged
since statehood. There is no question that those images are public records. The only argument relates to
whether there is a legal basis for not disclosing them despite the fact that they are public records. The county
must either find a statute that prevents disclosure, or make an argument under the “Carlson Case” which
would presume that the board could not carry out their job if the public obtained copies of the images. If they
have such an argument, they should fork it over.”
On October 14, 2016, Pima County lost its case to destroy ballot images. The only way they could
prevail was to create new legislation to support their position. The legislature passed SB1094 as a striker
bill on March 23, 2017. A striker bill strikes all the old language of an existing bill. SB 1094 was run as an
innocuous housekeeping bill that makes it more difficult to legally release ballot images to the public. We
believe that legislators were manipulated into passing SB1094 and did not understand what impact it would
have on our litigation and ultimately on the trustworthiness of the vote.
The passage of SB 1094 will become ARS 16-625 in early August. The bill reads: “THE OFFICER IN CHARGE
OF ELECTIONS SHALL ENSURE THAT ELECTRONIC DATA FROM AND ELECTRONIC OR DIGITAL
IMAGES OF BALLOTS ARE PROTECTED FROM PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC ACCESS, INCLUDING
UNAUTHORIZED COPYING OR TRANSFER, AND THAT ALL SECURITY MEASURES ARE AT LEAST AS
PROTECTIVE AS THOSE PRESCRIBED FOR PAPER BALLOTS.”
It is important to note that the final text of the bill is strikingly similar to the defendant’s words used in court
filings and oral arguments. Link to video of second court hearing, Oct 14, 2016.70
This language is also found in the Defendant’s (Pima County) reply to a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings
on December 7, 2016. Excerpt from page 3 line 20: “The Court should order that, until ballot image retention
is expressly addressed by the Arizona Legislature, the Secretary of State by way of regulation, or the Arizona
Department of Library, Archives, and Records by retention schedule, the ballot images should be treated the
same as voted ballots, and the copies should be placed in ballot boxes to remain unopened and unaltered
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-624”: Link to court filing.71
The bill was signed by Governor Doug Ducey on March 29, 2017 and becomes ARS 16-625, ninety days after
the legislative session ends. Link to PDF document that explains the scam of SB1094.72

68

ARS 16-602 designated margin; hand counts; vote count verification committee: http://www.azleg.gov/ars/16/00602.htm
Testimony of former Rep. Ted Downing on why County races were not included in hand count audit:
http://electionnightmares.com/2012/11/03/former-rep-ted-downing-recalls-efforts-to-exclude-audit-of-county-races/
70 Link to Video of 2nd Court Hearing Oct 14th, 2016: https://youtu.be/g4HoUMP-fzI
71 Link to court filing: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfaDRMWURBOXRLYWc
72 Link to doc that explains the scam of SB1094 opens as a PDF: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfeEY3Z2k3OWZ1RlE
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Excerpt AZ Daily Star:73 “In his May 24 ruling, Judge Richard Gordon made that injunction permanent, but
also — citing the Arizona Constitution’s requirement of “secrecy in voting” and recent legislation — ruled that
both ballots and images of them are exempt ‘from public disclosure’.” Link to ruling.74
Thomas W. Ryan, Ph.D. is a well-known, highly respected computer scientist from Tucson with academic and
commercial development experience in systems engineering and software design. Dr. Ryan is one of the best
experts on elections and the digital technology used in Arizona elections.
Dr. Ryan is also a founding member of the Pima County Election Integrity Commission and served as its chair
until just recently. An op-ed written by Dr. Ryan was published in the October 31, 2016 edition of The Arizona
Republic.75 Excerpt: “There is a simple way to make our elections more transparent. How? By releasing
anonymous digital images of the paper ballots. Many modern tabulation systems, including those used in most
of Arizona’s counties, create and count such images as part of routine ballot processing. Releasing these
images would allow anyone to count the ballots, either by hand or using automated software.”
As to claims that ballot images could lead to vote selling? Well, we have Vote by Mail (VBM) which is 80% of
the vote and ballot selfies are legal in AZ. Dr. Ryan argued in the Op-ed: “This is a red herring because it is
already fairly easy to sell votes, either by posting a photo of your ballot on social media (which is legal in
Arizona), or by sitting next to your vote buyer at home while you fill out your early ballot prior to mailing.”
We know from years of experience that these cases are difficult to win for a combination of reasons. Most of
the judges in Arizona are Republicans. All of the judges are appointed through the "merit" selection process
which eliminates anyone who has shown courage in the past in favor of the little guy or justice. Bright young
judges often want to rise in their career to the Court of Appeals or State Supreme Court. All judges view
political cases as hot potatoes and look for a way to dump the case or pass it on to the appeals court. Judges
operate in an autocratic system where they are required by precedent to follow the judges above them. They
are opposed to democracy and are generally frightened by people power. They are "establishment" team
players who do not normally know how the system works and thus don't know when they can go against the
establishment. They know ruling for power is always the safest course.
We think the Court understood the issue when the Court asked:
“Let me ask Mr. Jurkowitz this: If somebody is concerned, legitimately concerned, that these
machines aren’t doing what they’re supposed to be doing; that they want to know how the sausage
is made. Many people don’t want to know how sausage is made. But they want to know how
sausage is made. They take pictures of these things and they count these images. How would they
ever be able to get that information? And are they entitled to that information? As a citizen of our
state, they want to know that there is some integrity in these machines so that their votes are
counted appropriately. With these statutes in place, and with the ruling that you want me to make,
how would they ever get that information? Or are they not entitled to it?” YouTube start at court
question.76
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AZ Daily Star May 26 Judge Richard Gordon ruling made that injunction permanent, but also:http://tucson.com/judge-while-records-ballotimages-not-subject-to-public-release/article_43844313-6402-5ac6-8563-37f3a62b3ce7.html
74 Ruling by Judge Richard Gordon on 5.24.17: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfdjhqTmZaUlpiY1k
75 Former Chair of PCEIC, Tom Ryan’s Op-ed 10/31/16 AZ Republic: http://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-ed/2016/10/28/avoid-riggedelection/92090676/
76 YouTube start court question.76: https://youtu.be/IxdMm6s06OI?t=37s
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By now I hope that you can see at least that in some states, that the Status Quo is fighting to protect their
ability to cheat now or in some future election. Clearly, they don’t want elections that are transparent, trackable
and publicly verified.
We know that our actions have prevented ballot images from being destroyed statewide in Arizona! Needless
to say, we at AUDIT-USA will proudly fight on and should recover our attorney fees.
GOOD APPLES, BAD APPLES THEY WERE ALL MOSTLY GOOD IN THE BEGINNING
Logic says that if the machines are so perfect in counting the ballots there is no reason to think that releasing
ballot images would result in a “can of worms” as used in Barbara Tellman’s public letter to Richard Elias,
County Supervisor.54 Tellman is the official observer for the Pima County Democratic Party. We at AUDITAZ/USA know the ballot images will always match the official count when counted properly. Besides, if anyone
claims to have found a different total from counting ballot images, you can bet that someone else will check
that claim by counting them again. Multiple counts will merely verify the machine count because the machine
count is always correct, if it has not been rigged, therefore, there is no reason to fear a “can of worms” from
releasing ballot images. However, what is troubling here is the very fact that people like Barbara Tellman, the
Pima County Democratic Party Rep; Election Director Brad Nelson; and his boss, County Manager Chuck
Huckelberry work together to prevent the release of ballot images.
The op-ed led to a coup against Chairman Tom Ryan (D) and he was voted out as chair. Fellow democrat
Tellman nominated and voted for a right-wing Republican to be the new chair of the Commission. The new
Chair is in sync with the county’s desire to keep images secret. The very next monthly meeting of the PCEIC,
he invited Benny White, J.D. – owner of Southwest Political Consultants, Inc., former Commission member and
antithesis of election transparency77 - to present on the evil of ballot images. See video link.78
To further solidify power on the PCEIC, the new Chairman scheduled a training on Arizona open meeting law
79
for the next monthly meeting - training designed to encourage public committee members to worry more
about what they can’t say then what they can say. It’s Groupthink programming. See dangers of Groupthink.80
Tellman claims that Brakey’s goal is to allow anyone to check the results for his/her own precinct via the
internet. True, I do want people to have the right to check and verify how their votes are counted. Publicly
Verified Elections are Key to De-Corrupting Our Democracy!
I proposed ballot counting parties, not “pool parties” as Tellman wrote. Here is how it’s done. Link to video
verifying voting machine output with digitally imaged ballots as done in Wisconsin.81
At the state meeting on Jan 23, 2010, the Arizona State Democratic Party made election integrity and
transparency a party plank. Read the resolution offered by Bill Risner.82

77

Benny White, J.D. of Southwest Political Consultants, Inc: https://www.linkedin.com/in/benny-white-56a6b311/
The evil of ballot Images, video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aQLvQI3Sck&feature=youtu.be
79 AZ Open meeting laws training: https://www.azag.gov/sgo
80 The dangers of Groupthink: https://www.techwell.com/techwell-insights/2013/03/dangers-groupthink and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink
81 Link to video Verifying voting-machine output with digitally imaged ballots. The last five minutes are particularly important. A small group on Jan
23, 2010.up of people could get together and do this with a laptop and flat screen TV). https://youtu.be/SUmOrTt2DvQ
82AUDIT AZ’s attorney, Bill Risner passed a resolution making this issue a party plank at the AZ Democratic Party on Jan 23, 2010. This report tells it
like it is from a seasoned attorney with 49 years of experience on how bad the election systems is and the solution of ballot Images:
http://www.velvetrevolution.us/electionstrikeforce/ArizonaDemResolution2010.pdf
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The Arizona Democratic Party, at that time, supported a robust effort to lead the election integrity and
transparency lawsuits that were filed to ensure the right of every voter to have votes counted accurately.
However, an alliance formed about 6 years ago among certain Democratic Party officials and county officials
has virtually destroyed that support.
Maricopa County, the 4th Largest County in U.S. is under New Management
After the blatant voter suspension of the March 2016 Presidential Primary election, Maricopa County has a
new County Recorder, Adrian Fontes (D). Here are links to two articles that make me proud to call Adrian
Fontes a friend.83&84
Maricopa Department of Elections purchased their ballot processing equipment in 1995. Initially they used the
ES&S M-650 for the central count and M-100s in the precinct polling stations. In 2006, after the scandalous
2004 Maricopa Legislative District 20 Republican Primary, which had a documented error rate of 3.6%,85
Maricopa County changed to Sequoia Voting Systems software. The ES&S M-650 became Sequoia Optech
400C and the M-100 became Sequoia Optech Insight Eagle. The public thought the problem was solved.
Unfortunately, it was only a name change of the existing equipment. Phoenix New Times investigative
journalist, John Dougherty wrote a series of stories that exposed the scandal. Link to Ballot Box Breakdowns
with report from Dr Douglas Jones.86 Excerpt: “Jones is one of the nation's top experts on voting-machine
technology. He discovered the irregularities during an inspection of the county's vote-tabulation machinery late
last month. Any election where the margin of victory is under 2 percent could be called into question," says
University of Iowa computer science professor Douglas Jones.”
It’s not widely known but interesting to note that both ES&S and Sequoia bought the technology from a defunct
voting system company named “Business Records Corporation” out of Texas. More on this below.
We filed a Mandamus lawsuit against Maricopa Elections because they added to the scandal by directing
Sequoia Voting Systems to remove the poll worker signature lines from the precinct poll tapes. In my opinion
that was to make it easy to rerun the precinct ballots at Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s Training Center making sure what
happened in 2004 wouldn’t happen again.
Short History of AUDIT-AZ and Maricopa County Elections from 2004 to 2010 by John Brakey 3/26/17. 87
Maricopa wants to go 100% Vote by Mail using the old technology. Link to Verify that Vote by Mail is not
Hacked! Duniho & Brakey at PCBOS88 We believe that by 2020 Maricopa will upgrade their equipment
because they have some of the oldest equipment in the U.S.
The Birth of Computer Voting was not based on the Highest of Ethical Principles!
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New Phoenix Election Chief Says 'Nearly 91,000' Citizens Left Off Voter Rolls: 'BradCast' 5/5/2017
Guest: Maricopa County, AZ Recorder Adrian Fontes: http://bradblog.com/?p=12134
84 The Republic | azcentral.com 3.22.17: AZ Recorder Adrian Fontes; Who's been kicked off Maricopa County voter rolls? Lawsuit resolution may
tell. http://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/phoenix/2017/03/22/recorders-office-settlement-project-vote-could-show-voters-kicked-offrolls/99462142/
85 John Dougherty, “Election Eve Nightmare – Can the Maricopa County Elections Department ensure the accuracy of early voting? Hell No!”
Phoenix New Times, 10/14/04; http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/2004-10-14/news/election-eve-nightmare/
86 The series of stories in his investigation exposes the problems with elections in Maricopa in 2004. Link “Ballot Box Breakdowns with highlights of
Dr Doug Jones report:https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfMFAwRWRSYmdMMkE
87 See link, Short History of AUDIT-AZ (American United for Democracy Integrity & Transparency) and Maricopa County Elections from 2004 to 2010
By John R Brakey March 26, 2017: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfbGJEMDloT2Ixekk
88 Arizona - Verify that Vote by Mail is Not Hacked! Duniho & Brakey at PCBOS: https://youtu.be/4y2wBXZ9R8c
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Election activist and actress Mimi Kennedy89 said: “All these voting companies have STDs (Software
Transmitted Diseases)! One time or another they all have been in bed with each other.” Very True!
Both ES&S and Sequoia bought their technology from a now-defunct voting system company named Business
Records Corporation (BRC). BRC was started with money from Texas billionaire Nelson Bunker Hunt. Hunt
and Howard Ahmanson are large contributors to the Chalcedon Foundation, a think tank for the Christian
Reconstruction movement, which advocates literal application of Old-Testament law.90 Here is a link to the
story of Global Election Management System (GEMS) that became Diebold that is currently doing business as
Dominion Voting Systems and was for a short time owned by ES&S until the Justice Department ordered
divestiture in March of 2010.91 Jeffrey Dean, an embezzler who specialized in sophisticated alteration of
computer records programmed the King County voting system, and is mentioned specifically in the Diebold
memos in connection with programming the (then) new 1.96 version optical-scan software and the touchscreen Windows CE program. Let’s look at some of the features Dean says he programmed for a “ballot on
demand” optical scan application. Jeffrey W. Dean, January 22, 2002 RE: serial numbers on ballots. “When
released from prison [Dean] had $87 in his inmate account. He had been ordered to pay $385,227 in restitution
for his embezzlements…. Most of us would find it difficult to bankroll a business under those circumstances,
yet somehow Dean (and his wife, Deborah M. Dean) managed to become the owners of Spectrum Print &
Mail” a ballot printing company. “According to securities documents for Global Election Systems in September
2000, Spectrum was purchased for $1.6 million by Global Election Systems.” 92 and 93 this is outrageous stuff!
We’ve learned that an application like Fraction Magic, uncovered by Bev Harris and
Benny Smith, can only change the numbers. However, it cannot change a complex
hard copy, hand-marked paper ballot pegged against its corresponding ballot
image. When fully implemented, the ballot images and the audit features of the new
voting machines can help prevent fraudulent practices like Fraction Magic.
Denying this valuable function simply fuels the belief that the ballot images are being destroyed for nefarious
purposes in defiance of common sense and Federal and state law. (add Footnotes from Ohio case)
As reported in the Pima County Election Integrity Commission Jan 18 agenda’s meeting notes: ITEM 12. “Tom
Ryan had a conversation with Ken Carbullido now a former Vice President of ES&S who presented several
[alternatives] to destroy[ing] the ballot images. One is to leave the images on the scanners and then transfer
them later; Ken thinks there is enough storage space on the scanners to do that. The second option is to do
the transfer, but not pull them into the database and just leave them on the disc. The third is to pull them into
the database each night which would cause the disc to fill up rapidly because there would-be duplication of
images each night.” Pima Elections completely ignores all 3 options and destroys ballot images.94
Pima County has a history of starting the mail in vote count 10 days early. We know from the Diebold/GEMS
audit log that the election department was illegally peeking and printing election results before election
89

Could "Fraction Magic" Steal Part Of Your Vote? Guest: Mimi Kennedy: https://youtu.be/vnAgUOeaYO4
Both ES&S and Sequoia bought their technology from a now-defunct voting system company named “Business Records Corporation:
http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/whose-water/whose-voting-machines
91 Justice Department Requires Key Divestiture in Election Systems & Software/Premier Election Solutions Merger:
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-requires-key-divestiture-election-systems-softwarepremier-election
92The story of Global that became Diebold “While in prison: http://blackboxvoting.org/bbv_chapter-14.pdf
93 Broken Ballots, 2012:https://www.verifiedvoting.org/resources/voting-equipment/premier-diebold/accuvote-os/
94 Ken Carbullido (Vice President) of ES&S who presented several options to not to destroy:
http://webcms.pima.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6/File/Government/Elections%20Department/Election%20Integrity%20Commission/2016/EIC_
Minutes_01152016.pdf
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day.95The new system was NOT meant to transfer the data every day. It was built to secure the data in the
DS850 to be transferred on election day to the Election Management System.
We the People demand that elections be transparent, trackable and publicly verified. The ballot images should
be put online by precinct and the public should have the right to verify as explained in this document and then
use a method to verify a number of images against the original ballots.
Most of the public is unaware that our elections are vulnerable to illegal manipulation by vendors,
programmers, and insiders, as well as, memory card viruses, and other security breaches. In December of
2016, we reported that we found SIM cards in Wisconsin.
Excerpt from my Affidavit I, John R Brakey, swear or affirm:
3. I am well acquainted with electronic voting and have been working around machine counted elections in
general since 2004.
4. My specialty is evaluating the vulnerability and reliability of election systems.
5. I have been investigating many of the twenty-four Wisconsin counties that are conducting a recount of the
2016 presidential race using optical scanner voting machines instead a recount by hand.
6. I learned that the machines in many of these counties are vulnerable to insider or sophisticated hacking
because election results are transmitted through a cellular modem that is connected to the Internet.
7. I confirmed that the scanning machines used in Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties contain a cellular
modem to allow results to be sent over the Internet making them vulnerable to insider and sophisticated
hackers. End of excerpt from Affidavit. Link to my Affidavit and joint report. 96
Excerpt from the Report: FBI Director Comey told the American people and specifically Congress that
the U.S. voting machines are not connected to the Internet. As we’ve seen, at least in the case of the
extremely popular DS200 voting machine, that isn’t true. They are physically connected to the Internet, without
question. ES&S would argue that there is a software block in place but as far as we can tell, nobody has tested
the efficiency of that block or checked to see if it can be subverted. Anything connected to the Internet is hack
able if you find the right hacker. This is an intolerable situation.
California does not use the Election Assistance Commission (EAC). California certifies their election software
and equipment.
Excerpt of report prepared for the California Secretary of State, November 4, 2016 on DS200 Network
Configuration: Even though the DS200’s Ethernet port is located within the enclosure and not accessible, it is
still active by default and configured with a static IP address.97Furthermore, it was discovered that an SSH
server is installed, which allows remote access with “root” user logins/permissions. (An insider’s backdoor; this
also describes what we found in Wisconsin. J Brakey)
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Pima County has a history counting Vote by Mail 10 days early, Peeking and printing results before election day:
Affidavit of John R Brakey confirmed that the scanning machines used in Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties contain a cellular modem to
allow results to be sent over the Internet making them vulnerable to insider and sophisticated hackers:
http://electionnightmares.com/2016/12/12/ess-ds200-wireless-vulnerabilities/
97 Report on Prepared for the California Secretary of State on DS200 and Sims Card if an attacker were able to access this internal networking
port, they would be able to log into the DS200 and access the Linux operating system. Furthermore, as noted in the previous section, the root
password was trivially cracked and could be used to gain root-level access to the system:
http://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/unity3410/red-team.pdf
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Depending on the user’s permission, if an attacker were able to access this internal networking port they would
be able to log into the DS200 and access the Linux operating system. Furthermore, as noted in the previous
section, the root password was trivially cracked and could be used to gain root-level access to the system. Also
read this! The internet of things.98
NOW WHAT?
This is a lot to digest regarding the vulnerabilities and shortcomings of the voting systems and the utter
reluctance of many election officials to pursue transparent, trackable, publicly verifiable elections now.
WHAT NEXT? A NATIONAL ACTION PLAN:
Now is the time. The future is here! Currently, voting machine
vendors only sell digital optical scanners that count hand-marked
paper ballots and produce ballot images. In most cases, they’re
using off the shelf scanners. The scanners photograph ballots and
make ballots easily trackable and publicly verifiable. The ballot
images could be read by aftermarket software with little additional
programming. See link to ClearAuditTM is the nation’s first
independent, automated election audit tool that audits other
systems, providing a visual comparison to the voting system results.99
Thanks to Bev Harris and Benny Smith of BlackBoxVoting.org, who’s work revealed that votes can be counted
as fractions when a formula is secretly programmed in the election system. It is called "Fraction Magic" and I
personally used it.
It may not be impossible to change Images, but it’s easier said than done. Hand marked paper ballots are
unique and not easily changed since the image and the original are married. More often than not, ballots have
multiple races and issues, it is very difficult to change just one. Additionally, it would be very difficult to change
results on “the fly”, and then change them back again to do a hand count audit using images or ballots.
As to machine mark ballots, I see problems. Hand Marked are Hand Marked and harder to fake, machined
marked are not.
When the ES&S DS200 first came out 7 years or so ago this
statement “digital ballot images (could be used) for auditing and
adjudication” was part of the literature. 100 In 2011 ES&S in
this video called the DS200 a “Digital image scanner”.101 You
won’t find this on ES&S site now. The market (election officials)
didn’t want it.
This below is excerpt from ES&S proposal to Virginia in 2015:
https://www.elections.virginia.gov/WebDocs/VotingEquipReport/proposals/ESSProposal.pdf
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The internet of things: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
video gives an overview of the ClearAudit reporting tool where Election Officials can view vote visualization and determine voter intent. Here
you can see how quickly ClearAudit can resolve a close race. Video: https://youtu.be/7xtPW13rYHc
100 Old ES&S literature on DS850:
101 In 2011 ES&S in this video called the DS200 a “Digital image scanner”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=33&v=SIQ20C_ttmc
99This
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To make sure the images are married/pegged to the original ballot using a serialized number as the system
was designed and federally certified to mate the copy to original. In Arizona, we are fighting to have the ink jet
put back in the ES&S DS850.
Scanned ballot images are away to get inside the system by creating transparency and taking away the
impunity that the system has now.
This is a major step forward toward protecting the vote and our democracy. We must take advantage of this
leap forward and work hard toward making elections transparent, trackable and publicly verified nationwide.
EDUCATE: We have a problem that can be overcome. By being proactive and devising strategies that will
overcome obstruction we can take away the impunity of the system that wants to protect its ability to cheat.
The effort will involve a publicity campaign that informs the public of the shocking actions of political parties
and the media to minimize the problem and wish it and us away. Due to fear of losing their jobs, very few
reporters have given equal time to discuss the manipulation of elections. Every story they write against the
status quo is just another nail in their journalistic coffin.
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Fortunately, there is a new independent media alive and growing on the internet. The fact is right now, We
the People do not know what has been going on behind closed doors in election offices throughout the
country. Once upon a time, the people themselves had oversight over elections. No one knew that the man
behind the curtain (an insider) could get away with stealing an election in the United States of America. The
thought of that is sickening, and frankly unbelievable, especially to people who think that technology is
being used to deliver votes more quickly, securely and accurately. It is a rude awakening but an awakening
with a solution!

We have an opportunity. People are questioning election results because of the
many fiascos of the 2016 elections that featured widespread news of hacking and
systematic electronic voter suppression. Even FOX NEWS covered the story on May
13, 2017.102
Anyone who owns a personal computer knows that hacking and tampering with our computers by insiders,
foreign actors and unscrupulous criminals is not a rare occurrence.
DEFEAT IMPUNITY: Elections in a number of states are routinely stolen with impunity by insiders and
inadequate procedures such as poor to no auditing. In Arizona Vote by Mail is wide open do to virtually no real
auditing at all. Our job as election transparency activists is to take that impunity away by public exposure of
easy to understand motives, methods, and examples of stolen elections. AUDIT-USA has gained valuable
watchdog experience, as have other election groups in Ohio, Florida, California and elsewhere. Election
transparency and election integrity activists have demonstrated good citizenship through persistence and
assertion of the right to oversight and transparency. AUDIT-USA has amassed an enormous amount of
experience as we continue to gather information to challenge the Status Quo.
Accountability and criminal punishment would put a stop to election manipulation. We aim to make culpable
insiders, election officials, and vendors paranoid because it is a good thing for democracy.
Obstacles: The status quo and their insiders have power and they are willing to do almost anything to
maintain it. The public needs to know how this game is played. Insiders who are controlled by the Status Quo
cannot overcome the will of an INFORMED PUBLIC. The dramatic step forward is that in most states ballots
are already considered a public record. Also, ballots are anonymous once separated from the voter or the
envelope.
When the idea that ballot images are a public record and can be used to verify the vote becomes common
knowledge, our dream of transparency will come true. We the People will reassert our constitutional authority
of election oversight.
Remedies: The mainstream media has declared a moratorium on challenging election
results because the media is part of the Status Quo. Often the media are, as Bill Moyers has
said, “stenographers to power.” The mainstream message is that elections are not being
hacked. Except when done by Russians.
Election integrity and transparency activists are familiar with being marginalized as
conspiracy theorists. The time is now to act upon the public’s disgust with political parties.
Rightfully, there is widespread suspicion that votes are not being counted properly. Time after time legislatures
blatantly ignore the needs, desires, and rights of We the People. We need to be our own media and build new
focused social connection with all groups on the right or left, that believe and understand that elections are not
any good unless they are verified.

102

Even FOX NEWS http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/05/12/america-s-voting-systems-need-security-upgrades-it-s-time-to-beef-upcybersecurity.html
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MESSAGE: We need to craft a message of hope and promote the notion that we can overturn a corrupt
election system. We have a model with the means and tried and true methods to make it happen.

Overturning a corrupt election system is the first and primary step to de-corrupting our democracy.
ORGANIZING/FUNDING: We need a nationwide campaign with close collaboration among the voting rights
community to restore the people’s role if we are going to rescue democracy.
We must believe that our democracy cannot die. We know how to keep democracy alive. Coordinated legal
actions within the states will gain public notice and restore faith in voter participation. Don’t believe people who
say that when people know insiders control elections they won’t vote, so we must never tell them. The truth is
that when the people know and feel they have the power to oversee their elections they will vote.
We the People must act. This is our country. We must regain trust and establish civility. There is no better way
than to make American elections the world standard for transparent, trackable, verifiable elections.
Let’s end the controversy and rebuild trust in election outcomes. We must stop the Status Quo from
suppressing the technology that allows people to see the proof of victory or defeat.
Our job must be to investigate, educate and litigate and hammer home that we must have elections that are
transparent, trackable, and publicly verified. We have a plan. We’re doing it in Arizona. We need to help others
do what we do in other states ASAP.
American United for Democracy, Integrity and Transparency in Election USA
AUDIT Elections USA will need to be a non-partisan non-profit 501c4 (contributions not tax-deductible)
organization that advocates for legislation and regulation that promotes transparency, trackable and publicly
verified elections. Across the U.S. Each state team would be called AUDIT Elections with that state name at
the end. The activist that work for AUDIT Elections USA will foster small groups and train all in the work to
achieve verified elections.
We believe the integrity and strength of our democracy relies on citizen’s trust that each vote be counted as
cast.
AUDIT Elections USA will pick a dozen or so key states with dedicated activists on the ground and use the
same strategies implemented in Arizona - Public Records Requests and Mandamus Act type actions - to
force election departments to follow the law. AUDIT Elections will have a crew of on-call experts to advise
on this new technology. Our attorneys Kasey Nye and Bill Risner have laid a legal path forward. Link to
case file: Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente103 / Richard Hernandez v. Pima County.104
Likewise, we must consider where it would be best to file in a Federal court as to the federal issues and our
civil rights. The main federal law involved used to be 42 USC 1974-1974e, but was changed to "TITLE 52 /
Subtitle II / CHAPTER 207 §20701" without any change to the critical opening paragraph: “§20701. Retention
and preservation of records and papers by officers of elections; deposit with custodian; penalty for violation.”105
…. Any officer of election or custodian who willfully fails to comply with this section shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
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Democratic Presidential Candidate in the 2016 Primary Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente is now working for Election reform:
https://www.rocky2016.com/election-reformand http://electionnightmares.com/2016/10/26/rocky-roque-de-la-fuente-is-offically-added-tolawsuit-with-revised-complaint-requesting-ballot-images/
104 Link to Case file: Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente / Richard Hernandez v. Pima County: See below and to get file with exhibits
email:JohnBrakey@gmail.com
105 Federal Retention and preservation of
records:http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title52/subtitle2/chapter207&edition=prelim
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From John Brakey, Director of AUDIT USA 5.25.18
The law is clear: ballot images may not be destroyed. Under Federal and State laws, as well as common sense
and chain of custody rules, it is illegal to destroy these crucial election records. Both the 2005 and the 2015
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) from the United States Election Assistance Commission are clear
on records retention, as quoted below. Note that while these guidelines are labeled ‘voluntary,’ most states
have adopted them into statute as mandatory requirements.
As to the illegal destruction of ballot images, expert witness Dr. Thomas W. Ryan, who holds a Ph.D. in
Electrical Engineering and has over 30-years’ experience in digital image creation, processing and
interpretation, said in his affidavit in our Arizona ballot images case: deleting ballot images significantly
undermines the integrity of the election system that derives all its tabulation data from those images.
Section 2.1.10 of the 2015 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines is reproduced in full below.
2.1.10 Data Retention
a. United States Code Title 42, Sections 1974 through 1974e state that election administrators shall
preserve for 22 months “all records and paper that came into (their) possession relating to an
application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act requisite to voting.” This retention requirement
applies to systems that will be used at any time for voting of candidates for federal offices (e.g.,
Member of Congress, United States Senator, and/or Presidential Elector).
b. Therefore, all voting systems shall provide for maintaining the integrity of voting and audit data during
an election and for a period of at least 22 months thereafter.
Because the purpose of this law is to assist the federal government in discharging its law enforcement
responsibilities in connection with civil rights and elections crimes, its scope must be interpreted in keeping
with that objective. The appropriate state or local authority must preserve all records that may be relevant to
the detection and prosecution of federal civil rights or election crimes for the 22-month federal retention period,
if the records were generated in connection with an election that was held in whole or in part to select federal
candidates. It is important to note that Section 1974 does not require that election officials generate any
specific type or classification of election record. However, if a record is generated, Section 1974 comes into
force and the appropriate authority must retain the records for 22 months.
c. For 22-month document retention, the general rule is that all printed copy records produced by the
election database and ballot processing systems shall be so labeled and archived.
d. Regardless of system type, all audit trail information spelled out in Subsection 5.4 shall be retained in
its original format, whether that is real-time logs generated by the system, or manual logs maintained by
election personnel.
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In many voting systems, the source of election-specific data (and ballot formats) is a database or file. In
precinct count voting systems, this data is used to program each machine, establish ballot layout, and generate
tallying files. It is not necessary to retain this information on electronic media if there is an official, authenticated
printed copy of all final database information. However, it is recommended that the state or local jurisdiction
also retain electronic records of the aggregate data for each voting machine so that reconstruction of an
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The election audit trail includes not only in-process logs of election-night and subsequent processing of
absentee or provisional ballots, but also time logs of baseline ballot definition formats, and system readiness
and testing results.

election is possible without data re-entry. The same requirement and recommendation applies to vote results
generated by each precinct count voting machine. [emphasis in original106.
AUDIT Elections USA would train people to do what AUDIT-USA does- investigate, educate and litigate if
needed.
For our democracy to recover We the People must understand and
address these three major issues:
1. Election Fraud,
2. Voter Suppression,107and
3. Gerrymandering.108
For a list of voting equipment used in any county in the United States go to
“The Verifier - Polling Place Equipment – Current”.109
Jonathan Simon author of CODE RED wrote, and I totally agree: “The reality is that we may wind up buttoning
up our computers against "outside" intruders while leaving them vulnerable as ever to insiders--working at,
with, or through the handful of private corporations to which we have outsourced this bedrock protocol of our
democracy--and to anyone with a "connection" and the funds to purchase their services.” Simon is correct,
most fraud is done by insiders and sadly we know it’s done with impunity. 110
Steven Rosenfeld is a senior correspondent of the Independent Media Institute. He is the author of five books,
including profiles of campaigns, voter suppression, voting rights guides and a WWII survival story currently
being made into a film. His latest book is Democracy Betrayed: How Superdelegates, Redistricting, Party
Insiders, and the Electoral College Rigged the 2016 Election (Hot Books, March 2018). New Technology
Allows Election Officials to Verify Votes Like Never Before—Will It Be Widely Used In 2018? May 7, 2018.111
That must change! That just another reason why ballot images must be pegged against the hand marked
paper ballot. Fact: Elections are not any good unless they transparent, trackable and publicly verified.
Personal Message
I consider myself to be a “social justice gadfly” type activist who works, believes
and teaches what I call the 7 “Cs” of a good social gadfly. Character, Capacity,
Credibility, Civility, Citizenship, love of Country and the most important of the “Cs”
is Courage! To have the Courage to stand up, sometimes all by yourself, after
carefully reflecting on the first 6 “Cs”! After all, what kind of a Character has the
Capacity to destroy his Credibility by saying or doing something stupid without
thinking it out first? All I have to offer as an election transparency activist is my
CREDIBILITY and my many years of experience in elections.
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2015 VVSG: https://www.eac.gov/assets/1/28/VVSG.1.1.VOL.1.FINAL1.pdf
https://collaborate.nist.gov/voting/pub/Voting/Testing/California_voting-system-standards_October-2014.pdf
107 Voter Suppression in US: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voter_suppression_in_the_United_States
108 Gerrymandering: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerrymandering
109 Link to The Verifier - Polling Place Equipment all of US: https://www.verifiedvoting.org/verifier/
110 Fraction Magic 6 – B L A C K B O X V O T I N G - M I D D L E M E N , I N S I D E A C C E S S A N D M A N I P U L A T I O N :
http://blackboxvoting.org/fraction -magic-part-6/
111 New Technology Allows Election Officials to Verify Votes Like Never Before—Will It Be Widely Used In 2018? May 7, 2018:
https://www.prwatch.org/news/2018/05/13348/new-technology-allows-election-officials-verify-votes-never-—will-it-be-widely
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Our country, our children and their children are endangered by the corruption that’s been going on for many
years. Corruption that denies American citizens their right to have their votes accurately counted and verified.
This corruption has the capability of installing a government that the people may not have voted into office.
Please consider a donation to our continuing work by going to: www.AuditElectionsUSA.org

With hope and peace for a real working democracy,

John R Brakey
John R Brakey, Director and Co-founder; Americans United for Democracy Integrity and Transparency AUDIT-ELECTIONS-USA
JohnBrakey@gmail.com
http://www.AUDITelectionsUSA.org/
https://www.facebook.com/AUDIT.USA/
https://www.facebook.com/john.r.brakey
5947 S Placita Picacho El Diablo
Tucson, AZ 85706
Phone: 520-578-5678

Auditor John R. Brakey

Cell: 520-339 2696

Our main site: http://www.auditelectionsusa.org/
www.ElectionNightMares.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/AUDITAZ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AUDIT.AZ
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Santa-Cruz-EIC
Old sites: www.RiggedNoMore.com
Old sites: http://seekingjusticeauditaz.blogspot.com
Old site: http://audit-az.blogspot.com
Real old site started in 2005: http://auditaz.blogspot.com
BE THE “WE” with AUDIT-USA: Join the movement. Learn how we could make Elections Publicly Verified!
AUDIT-USA is a nonpartisan organization whose mission is to restore public ownership and oversight of elections,
to work to ensure the fundamental right of every American citizen to vote, and to have each vote counted as
intended in a secure, transparent, impartial, and independently audited election process.
John Brakey is a longtime election transparency activist from Arizona who has specialized in electronic voting
machine security and hacking issues for nearly two decades. His group, AUDIT USA, has filed numerous lawsuits
that have challenged reported election results and shown breakdowns in verifying the vote.
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Well know actress and activist Mimi Kennedy wrote about Fraction Magic: “This 20 minutes can change the
world. Because our world is depending on democracy and the true voice of the people as we wake up and work
together to save our children and the planet. This is not partisan drama. This is our future as a planetary people.
We are created with minds to figure things out. Thank you to those who thought and questioned until they found
this.... ": https://youtu.be/Fob-AGgZn44
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According to longtime attorney and friend Bill Risner, “Every study of the security of computer voting systems has
identified insiders such as company employees and or vendors and election department employees as the primary
security risks. These same vendors when having their software certified, instructed the test labs "NOT" to check the
software for security.” Court: https://youtu.be/JE0kOvFjn_0

Scene inside a polling station during the French presidential election of 2017: election officials and a standard
transparent ballot box.
History teaches us that elections without public accountability are nothing more than vote-counting in
the dark, controlled by a county government, in the act of choosing itself and its cronies, while
picking our pockets.

AUDIT-AZ and new AUDIT-USA: are nonpartisan organizations whose mission is to restore public ownership and
oversight of elections, to work to ensure the fundamental right of every American citizen to vote, and to have each vote
counted as intended in a secure, transparent, impartial, and independently audited election process.
Date 1/22/2018
Folks below are the case files for two red states (Alabama and Arizona) that we prevailed in trial court proving that
ballot images are in the chain-of-custody and cannot be destroyed.
We find it Interesting that in the Alabama Case the defendant SOS of Alabama did not file a response on Jan 8th to
our response filed on Jan 1st, 2018 to the Alabama Supreme Court case.
That Alabama Case – Press release from December 8, 2017
Voters Sue State to Prevent Planned Destruction of Election Records
Montgomery, AL, December 8, 2017 – A Republican, a Democrat, an Independent and a minister yesterday asked
a Montgomery circuit court judge to order protection of election materials from next week’s special Senate election.
The voters say these materials are essential for verifying the accuracy of the election results and that the State
plans to destroy them.
At issue are the “ballot images” created by the digital scanners paper ballots are fed into. Eighty five percent of votecounting machines in the state count votes by reading the ballot images.
“The Secretary of State’s office is legally required to set procedures to assure all election materials for 22 months
after a federal election,” explains election transparency expert John Roberts Brakey. “Even the envelopes from
absentee ballots have to be kept. Destroying the ballot images is illegal. We’re only asking the Secretary of State to
follow the law.”
We need to make sure we can check on the results of the election if there’s any question,” said plaintiff Victoria
Tuggle of Cullman County. “The confusing ballot design for the special election makes it extra important that human
eyes can verify that the machines are counting the votes correctly,” she said. “The public should be able to look at
those images and make sure the machines count every ballot where voter intent is clear.” She explained that the
ballot images do not contain any identifying information about the voter, so they can be examined without violating
the voters’ right to a secret ballot.
Another plaintiff, Pamela Jean Frost Miles from Madison County, added, “We’re fortunate most of the voting
machines in Alabama create these ballot images. Not every state has them, and they really can make our elections
more transparent. This isn’t a partisan issue. It’s about fair elections, period.”
In a similar legal action in Arizona earlier this year, the judge ruled that ballot images are a public record and must
be preserved as outlined by law.
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“I have been informed by election officials in three of the state’s largest counties that they intend to save only the
images of the write-in ballots,” said Brakey. “This means an election official will intentionally change the setting to
destroy ballot images. We can’t let that continue to happen.”
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The DS200 and DS850 machines in use in 85% of Alabama include options for saving all ballot images, saving only
images for write-in votes, and saving no images. The default setting saves all images. Even when “None” is
selected, the scanners still create ballot images, but will delete those images after the votes on them are counted by
the machine.

The voters filing the case are asking the judge to order all Alabama counties to select the setting on the DS200 and
DS850 scanners that will save all ballot images. This can easily be done in time for next week’s special election.
*** 30***
Our message is simple: “We the People,” must have elections that are 100% Transparent, Trackable and
Publicly Verified.
Link to Ohio case files: http://sc.ohio.gov/Clerk/ecms/#/caseinfo/2018/0563

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, ALABAMA: Case No. 03-CV-2017-901909.00
Links to case file:
01) Plaintiff Press Release 12.08.17 For Immediate Release Voters Sue State to Prevent Planned Destruction of
Election Records 12.7.17: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jg7TiyoVREr4Tl2hH4LuvH5_6IqIf9Kr
02) Plaintiff Filing of Alabama TRO on protecting Digital Ballot Images 12.7.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=187KtnYeQ-dXDnMLp_v-jhQx0EV-Qq7qq
03) Plaintiff Exhibits on how to correct the problem with ES&S DS200 and DS850 Images save all button 12.7.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Je3j05H0CPWo0ZWV2ncRxYWuavPblt52
04) Plaintiff TRO Exhibits for 9AM hearing 12.11.17: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XC2Cm68qELQbNZbP2csnA7dLflNNIBt
05) Court Notice of Hearing on December 11 at 9AM 12.8.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zbq4oJhll2oi7Saqg1kDv-vaqrnsKlV0

07) Def Tuggle corrected mandamus with exhibits AL Supreme Court12.11.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DcuMTXRQPl63SVYBQ1ElZsz4RO9ueJQe
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF ALABAMA CASE NO.: 1170216
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06) Court Order Plaintiff won TRO AL Ballot Images12.11.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pmSlheHsA0sHy0W-1PMNAr_NlaRw4X9J

08) Def motion to stay file AL Supreme Court12.11.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SeaswrrwO99Eu8FFQGQRRWUPeu4WqAER
09) Def Stay from Supreme Court of AL Supreme Court12.11.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nc62W5n41lQutfVx7jJIDTYuxtSdIzQP
10) Plaintiff Reply to Supreme Court of AL 01.01.18:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YOO0UyQciFIljV88v7WP6ISTHeQk8mks
11) Defendant SOS of Alabama did not file a reply to our motion that was due on 01.08.18
ARIZONA SUPERIOR COURT PIMA COUNTY (Tucson) Arizona Case No. C20163926
01 Plaintiff Hernandez v Pima County Application for TRO Court Copy 8.24.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfR3NjQXpzVmpEaXM
02 Plaintiff Hernandez v Pima County Verified Complaint Court Copy with Ex A 8.24.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfaWNheWxSVERCNmM
03 Def Pima County Response to Richard Hernandez Election Ballot Image case 8.29.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfMGFhMW9TME1ZMnc
04 Plaintiff Response to Def Motion to Dismiss 9.21.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfbVM2b1V3NTVWXzA
05 Def County Reply Brief with Exhibits on 10.7.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfanZSUmhuVGhoVjQ
06 is Judge Gordon Ruling Images are a Public Record 10.14.16 C20163926:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfVjZhWC1xVkh0WjA
“07 Plaintiff Second Amended Complaint about getting ballot images 10.25.16”:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfdldfX0NSekw5Mnc
08 Def reply Pima Co Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 12.7.16:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfaDRMWURBOXRLYWc
09 Def Reply Pima County Answer 12.7.16: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfNDlfdmtXSURzN2c
10 PLAINTIFF OBJECTIONS TO PIMA CO MOTION FOR JUDGEMENT ON THE PLEADING 3.03.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfOEJwVElSUnE3aXM
10A Def Public Records Request Response 12 7 2016 - 2-24 PM:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfcXFmN2JtYUppTHM
10B Def Public Records Request CVR G Nov 7 Election-Excel Final 427 101Ballots, very large file, you need to
download: : https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfaWZON2N2enliOTg
11 Def Reply to Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 3.16.2017:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfSGhDakdfWU1KdDA
12 Plaintiff OBJECTIONS TO MOTION TO STRIKE & CROSS MOTION FOR ORDER GOVERNING SCHEDULING
& DISCOVERY 3.17.17: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfQ2ZRdHJkanhiZkk
13 Def Pima County NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORITY from law they got passed SB1094 Filed April
14.17: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfMjFHNGlMWHpiTnM
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14B Plaintiff NOTICE OF ERRATTA filed 4.27.17:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfUzJmNjltcnlvY3M
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14A Plaintiff OBJECTION TO MOTION TO STRIKE AND CROSS MOTION 4.27.17
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfbWVvdlZjYTlUd3c

15 Plaintiff SUPPLEMENTAL POST-HEARING BRIEF TO ADDRESS MISLEADING FACTUAL ASSERTION AT
MAY 8, 17 HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDEGMENT ON PLEADINGS 5/23/2017:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfSjlSejcxZEFwZjA
16 In his May 24 ruling, Judge Richard Gordon made that injunction permanent, but also — citing the Arizona
Constitution’s requirement of “secrecy in voting” and recent legislation — ruled that both ballots and images of them
are exempt “from public disclosure: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2TKmkSNAkCfdjhqTmZaUlpiY1k
Video of Court Proceeding by John Brakey ED of AUDIT-USA 10.15.16
Video of 1st Court Hearing from Aug 30th, 2016: https://youtu.be/aVFHWYKbzzI
Video of 2nd Court Hearing Oct 14th, 2016: https://youtu.be/g4HoUMP-fzI
Video of 3rd Court Hearing May 8, 2017: https://youtu.be/fVXGCNIYvnw
Mini clip how Sausage made 8 minutes 5/8/17: https://youtu.be/IxdMm6s06
History teaches us that elections without public accountability are nothing more than vote-counting in the dark,
controlled by a county government, in the act of choosing itself and its cronies, while picking our pockets.
We see the "Mandamus act” as our friend. Its allows citizens to bring a case of action against government officials
who are NOT following the Law and ballot images are a public record and cannot be destroyed.
John Brakey is a longtime election transparency activist from Arizona who has specialized in electronic voting
machine security and hacking issues for nearly two decades. His group, AUDIT USA, has filed numerous lawsuits
that have challenged reported election results and shown breakdowns in verifying the vote.
According to longtime attorney and friend Bill Risner, “Every study of the security of computer voting systems has
identified insiders such as company employees and or vendors and election department employees as the primary
security risks. These same vendors when having their software certified, instructed the test labs "NOT" to check the
software for security.” Court: https://youtu.be/JE0kOvFjn_0
Well know actress and activist Mimi Kennedy wrote about Fraction Magic: “This 20 minutes can change the
world. Because our world is depending on democracy and the true voice of the people as we wake up and work
together to save our children and the planet. This is not partisan drama. This is our future as a planetary people.
We are created with minds to figure things out. Thank you to those who thought and questioned until they found
this.... ": https://youtu.be/Fob-AGgZn44
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has." Margaret Mead
"Make yourself sheep and the wolves will eat you." -- Benjamin Franklin
“There is no safety for honest men except by believing all possible evil of evil men.” – Edmund Burke
Best Regards to all,
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520 339 2696 Email JohnBrakey@gmail.com
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